Membership Prices May 2021
Starter Pack Membership
One Class trial - $20 (one only)
100 days membership unlimited classes includes 10oz-16oz gloves, hand wraps,
skipping rope t-shirt mouthguard) - $199 (once only)
Ongoing Memberships Black Shirt Program with access to advanced classes

$35 per week - Black Shirt Program
Competition and TOP TEN membership by invitation only
*Memberships paid fortnightly via DD or CC - 3 month min- 30 day notice - Paid in full for one year 10% discount.

Membership Terms and Conditions
The 100 day starter pack is designed to give a student a really good look at boxing without a massive commitment.
Children’s classes are staged by age under 8 years, 8-12 years and Youth program runs from 13-19 years old but
there may be an overlap from aged 17 to attend adult’s classes. To attend Youth sparring class students must be
on the Black Shirt Program Membership. Active kids vouchers are accepted toward any membership.
Adults on a 100 day starter pack are not eligible to attend the weekday classes at 6pm or Saturday 8am or the
advanced sparring class Thursday 8pm but Monday 8pm Beginner sparring is available and there is women’s
sparring Saturday afternoons at 4pm for those on a 100 day membership. The Mixed Sparring class (where boys
get to spar in a controlled way with the girls) is restricted to Grey shirt and above regardless of membership.
If you wish to get to advanced sparring immediately you must sign up for the Black Shirt Program Membership @
$35 per week DD/CC membership (12 week minimum then 30 days’ notice thereafter) however my advice unless
you have had substantial boxing experience is that the 100 days could be well used by getting your technique and
fitness into order before attempting the advanced sparring.
Although everyone including those on a starter pack is already working towards their Black shirt once you do go on
to an ongoing membership we do expect that all students become committed to getting their Black Shirt. You can
be as slow or as fast as you like to achieve but it is also my expectation that you try to do this continuously and not
stop and start if possible. If you don’t want to be part of the Black Shirt system then this club may not be for you
and it is best we both know that upfront.
Membership holds are not generally allowable for students going on holidays especially at Christmas time and will
only consider for medical reasons with a medical certificate however it is preferred that people cancel their
membership and give proper notice and return when they are ready.
Those who do not pay the minimum three month requirement or their 30 day notice thereafter may be unable to
return as a student here. Those who terminate membership before achieving their Black Shirt will need to reapply
and recommit to the process if they wish to return to training.

Please make appointment before attending first class www.joesboxing.com.au
Address: Unit 20 / 118 Queens Rd Five Dock NSW 2046 joe@joesboxing.com.au

www.joesboxing.com.au

Mobile: 0418 217 244

